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Abstract

In the Mobile Resource Guarantees project’s Proof Carrying Code implementation, .\texttt{class} files are associated with Isabelle [9] proof scripts containing proofs of bounds on their resource consumption. By using the tools \texttt{gf} and \texttt{isabelle} on the consumer-side, it is possible to verify after download, that a piece of code conforms to a particular resource policy specified by the consumer, and prevent execution in the event that it does not. We present here a prototype implementation using certain features of the J2SE 5.0 Platform [10]. The (unmodified) bytecode and its proof are packaged as a JAR file for convenient distribution. The codebase uses Java agents providing the Instrumentation interface, and implements a custom permission class and Security Manager. The external tools are invoked from within Java. Two system commands \texttt{makeMRGjar} and \texttt{MRGjava} provide a convenient way of using this implementation.

1 Introduction

The purpose of bytecode representations of software is to provide a compact, transmissible representation of compiled code. This allows a compiled program to remain independent of the architecture on which it was compiled, with the bytecode acting as a transport format for the program. Transporting code from provider to consumer raises many issues about such use. The downloaded code might be accidentally or maliciously harmful; there may be differences in functionality between the compilation site and the execution site; or there may be differences between the performance capabilities at the end-points, leading to the downloaded code failing to function because it violates a resource bound of the client machine.
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Some of the above problems of bytecode use are well-addressed by modern, well-engineered virtual machines such as the JVM but others are explicitly not addressed. Bounding the consumption of resources at the execution site is not considered in the Java security architecture. Denial-of-service attacks and failures induced by the violation of a program resource bound are considered to be outside the scope of influence of Java typing and Java security.

In the proof-carrying code (PCC) [8] approach, programs can be coupled with proofs which verify desirable properties of the program. This concept radically changes the trust relationship between code producer and code consumer. A security-conscious consumer of code can now download and use code without needing to trust or believe that the code producer is supplying benign code, free from operational flaws. In a PCC architecture proofs may be very expensive to produce but they are very efficient to check, thereby allowing code producers to couple programs and proofs so that a code consumer may separately re-check the proof before executing the program code.

The Mobile Resource Guarantees (MRG) project [7] combines the above themes, applying PCC techniques to bytecode in order to certify those properties of bytecode programs which are not ensured by the execution environment of the virtual machine. Although the pairing of bytecode programs (intended to be portable) and proof-carrying code (intended to be downloaded) might seem to be a natural one, to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that PCC techniques have been applied to bytecode. In [8] and elsewhere, the technique is applied to assembly language code, for example to develop safe assembly language extensions to ML programs.

The Mobile Resource Guarantees project is working towards developing a framework whereby a piece of mobile code can be transmitted by an untrusted code producer across an insecure network, accompanied by an unforgeable and efficiently-checkable proof script that the run-time behaviour (in terms of resource consumption) will remain within some pre-specified bound. The diagram in Figure 1 shows the components of the intended framework.

The operational instance in which we work is obtaining certified, structured bytecode via compilation of a high-level impure functional programming language with objects and classes, Camelot [11,6,5]. Camelot programs are similar to a dialect of Objective Caml but in contrast to that language which has its own bytecode format and virtual machine, Camelot has neither. Instead Camelot programs are compiled into a structured dialect of Java bytecode called Grail [1] and executed on a modern release of the JVM. The Grail language is based on the λJVM language [4] used in the Flint/ML compiler. Grail class files and associated proofs are packaged into JAR archive and downloaded for execution on a configured, PCC-aware instance of Sun’s
J2SE 5.0 JVM. The specific concern of the present paper is in describing the “back end” of this operation, detailing how the JVM interfaces with the Isabelle theorem prover to check the proof carried with the code.

PCC architectures trade on certificates. Generating the certificate is a time-consuming process performed by the code producer. The source files are compiled to bytecode, and using type inference and possibly additional annotations given by the programmer, the certificate can be generated. The Java class file format has been chosen as a compact, platform independent vehicle for code, and is transmitted together with the certificate, a condensed formal proof in the form of an Isabelle proof script. These are then placed in a JAR file for convenience.

Before executing the bytecode, we wish to verify that runtime behaviour (resource usage) will conform to some resource policy, typically that it will run in space linearly bounded by the size of the input. In the event that verification of this property is not possible, execution should be prevented.

The JVM already ensures that untrusted applets execute in a somewhat secured environment (sandboxing), but to introduce the necessary runtime checks would be costly in terms of performance. If it is not possible to verify that the code will conform to a given resource policy we might wish to allow execution under close observation. Under these circumstances, instrumenting the code with runtime checks may be a reasonable alternative.

Here we present an implementation of the above framework using certain features of Sun’s newest release of the Java Platform, J2SE 5.0. The approach is to instrument the newly obtained code with an additional security check.
that is performed just as execution begins. We supply our own subclass of the class `java.security.SecurityManager` to handle our new permission, and we can throw an exception in the event of a failed check thus preventing execution.

**Structure of this paper:**

In the next section we discuss the design and implementation of the support required by the PCC architecture. Following on from this we detail the verification process and discuss JVM configuration. We give an example showing the system in practical use and then give conclusions on the work. The work uses a programming language named Camelot, discussed in the appendix.

## 2 Design and Implementation

The target platform of the mobile code is the Java Virtual Machine. There are many implementations of JVMs for different systems, and some are more restrictive than others in terms of the language features and libraries they implement. In building this prototype, it has been our aim to investigate a number of the new (and existing) features of Sun’s latest Java Platform Standard Edition 5.0 that may be applicable in our context. Although some choices made in the implementation preclude deployment on all JVM platforms, J2SE 5.0 provides a wide range of interesting features.

An advantage of this implementation is that irrespective of their source, class files can be used unmodified. Although we do modify the class as it is loaded, by instrumenting the main method with an additional security check, the file as stored in the filesystem remains unmodified, and the process therefore appears transparent.

The appropriate configuration of the JVM for controlling execution in the manner suggested here requires of few components. Below, we treat each package and class required in turn, describing both its role and how it is used.

### 2.1 Description of Packages

#### 2.1.1 mrg.proofchecker

The MRGProofChecker class implements a `check` method which is used to initiate the proof verification process by launching an Isabelle process. The boolean return value of the `check` method depends on the exit status of this process. See the next section for details.

The execution uses the `Runtime.exec` method, which returns a `Process`
object. The `waitFor()` method is called on this object requiring the process to terminate, and obtaining an exit value, before continuing execution.

### 2.1.2 mrg.security

An `MRGPermission` is a named subclass of `BasicPermission`, which has no actions. During the execution of a program, an instance of `MRGPermission` can be used in a call to the `checkPermission` method of the instance of the Java `SecurityManager` which is currently active. If no `SecurityException` is thrown during this call, the deduction which is made is that the code has permission to execute.

The `MRGSecurityManager` class is a subclass of `SecurityManager`, implementing a check for the custom `MRGPermission`. The `checkPermission` method is written to handle `MRGPermission` objects. Permission is granted or denied according to the return value of:

```
MRGProofChecker.check();
```

If this returns `true` then the `checkPermission` method returns quietly and execution will continue, otherwise an instance of `SecurityException` is thrown and execution will terminate if the thrown exception is not subsequently caught.

To use a custom Security Manager, the following command line switch is given to the `java` command:

```
-Djava.security.manager=mrg.security.MRGSecurityManager
```

### 2.1.3 mrg.javaagent

There are two classes contained within the package `mrg.javaagent`: they are `mrg.javaagent.MRGAgent` and `mrg.javaagent.MRGTransformer`. The former represents an instance of a “Java agent”, a new feature in the J2SE 5.0 platform which uses the latter to `transform` bytecode before it is loaded into memory and initialised.

The package `java.lang.instrument` provides services which allow Java agents to instrument programs running on the JVM. The class `MRGAgent` is implemented with a single method, `premain`. When the JVM uses this class as an agent, the `premain` method will be called before the `main` method of the class being executed (hence the name “premain”). To achieve this, a switch of the following form is given to the `java` command:

```
-Djava.lang.instrument=agent-ClassName
```

---

This use of the term “agent” has nothing to do with mobile code agents, Java or otherwise. It is rather a facilitity to hook code into the JVM.
To specify a specific class to be used as an agent, it must be contained within the .jar file specified, and the associated metadata file (the “manifest” file) must contain an entry Premain-Class which references it.

The signature of the premain method is:

\[
\text{public static void premain(String arg, Instrumentation i)}
\]

and it is through using the argument object i (implementing the Instrumentation interface of the newly-added java.lang.instrument package) that we can perform bytecode instrumentation. During the premain method body, we make a call to:

\[
\text{i.addTransformer(new MRGTransformer());}
\]

This will cause the transform(...) method of the new MRGTransformer instance to be called once for each subsequent class to be loaded by the JVM.

The class MRGTransformer is a bytecode transformer which implements the interface java.lang.instrument.ClassFileTransformer. The implementation of the transform method uses the code manipulation features of the Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) to instrument the class being executed. A security check is prepended to the main method before it is constructed in memory and initialised.

An argument of the transform method is a byte buffer of the class currently being loaded. If this is the class being executed from the command line, a modified classfile buffer is returned. All other classes that the JVM loads are left unmodified.

Inserting a security check into the main method results in the code self-checking before execution, ensuring that it does indeed have permission to execute. The security check inserted into the main method is bytecode corresponding to the following Java statements:

\[
\text{SecurityManager s = System.getSecurityManager();}
\text{if (s == null) throw new SecurityException("...");}
\text{s.checkPermission(new MRGPermission());}
\]

To implement this check, we insert a number of new constant pool entries and bytecode instructions to the class and its main method. The Byte Code Engineering Library allows us to do this with relatively little programming effort, although it is a fairly heavyweight package, currently a codebase of nearly 500 kilobytes.
3 Performing the Verification

The certificate containing the proof of the program’s bounded resource consumption is distributed as an Isabelle .thy file. Contained within the .jar file, it is first extracted and saved to a temporary file. The proof makes reference to the structure of the program itself, and thanks to the careful construction of the .class file, the (functional) Grail form of the program can be reconstructed. This process is called functionalisation\(^4\).

By saving to a temporary file the original .class file of the program, it can be run through gf to obtain an Isabelle .thy file containing the Grail abstract syntax. Now these two Isabelle files, along with a precompiled heap file, VCG, are sufficient to perform the proof verification.

Invoking Isabelle as a batch process requires a small bootstrap file called ROOT.ML. As this file can be read on standard input by the Isabelle process, a temporary file is not needed and the OutputStream of the Process object corresponding to the Isabelle invocation can be used instead. The input is of the following form:

```
add_path <temp_dir>
use_thy <cert_name>
handle _ => OS.Process.exit OS.Process.failure
```

The way in which the Isabelle process indicates a failed execution of a proof script is by throwing an exception, which is not reflected by the exit status of the process itself. The last line will terminate the process with a failure exit status in the event that such an exception is thrown. This exit status is received by the calling Java code, and a decision to allow execution of the program or not can then be made based upon the success or failure of the proof verification.

4 Launching with MRGjava

In order to launch a correctly configured JVM for our purposes we need to link to the implementations of the run-time support for PCC, install the proof-aware resource manager and establish the Java agent to pre-emptively modify the supplied class to invoke the security manager.

\(^4\) The tool gf is called the Grail Functionaliser, whereas the tool gdf is the Grail De-Functionaliser.
4.1 JVM Configuration

First of all the JVM itself needs to be configured with an appropriate classpath, the Java agent, and the security manager. Three switches are given to the java process:

- `-cp <path to bcel.jar>:<path to mrg.jar>:<program .jar>`
- `-javaagent:<path to mrg.jar>`
- `-Djava.security.manager=mrg.security.MRGSecurityManager`

4.2 Filenames and Paths

The following properties are set using the `-D` option:

- `mrg.jvm.home`
- `mrg.classname`
- `mrg.tmp.directory`

The directory that contains the library JAR files, the executables, and the Isabelle heapfile is passed into the JVM using the `mrg.jvm.home` property. The simple classname of the class executed is set as the value of `mrg.classname`. (This is used as the root of the names of the corresponding certificate and abstract syntax representation of the program, used by Isabelle.) Finally, a directory for temporary files can be specified using the `mrg.tmp.directory` property.

4.3 The MRGjava command

The MRGjava command conveniently calls java setting the appropriate options and properties. The environment variable `MRGJVMHOME` should be set to the directory containing the libraries and executables. This is the value assigned to the `mrg.jvm.home` property for use by the JVM.

The command can take several arguments. The usage format is shown below:

```
MRGjava [-d] [-nocheck] jarFile [arg1 [, arg2 [, ...]]]
```

The only required argument is the path to a JAR file which the user wishes to execute, (provided that `MRGJVMHOME` is set). The `-d` options enable debugging output, and the `-nocheck` option will skip all the code modification and proof checking, simply executing the class directly. Any remaining arguments after the JAR file path are passed to the class being executed.
5 Example

The steps involved in going from source code and compilation to proof verification and execution of the insertion sort algorithm are presented here. Two slightly different forms of insertion sort have been used: a simple version which involves fresh allocations on the free list\(^5\) at runtime (\texttt{InsSort1}), and a version that performs in-place sort (using no additional freelist elements), \texttt{InsSort2}.

5.1 Source Code

For simplicity, the definitions of several auxiliary functions have been omitted, such as those used to convert a list of strings to a list of integers. The substance of the Camelot source code of \texttt{InsSort1} is as follows.

\begin{verbatim}
let ins a l =
  match l with
  | Nil -> Cons(a,Nil)
  | Cons(x,t) ->
    if a < x then Cons(a,Cons(x,t))
    else Cons(x, ins a t)

let sort l =
  match l with
  | Nil -> Nil
  | Cons(a,t) -> ins a (sort t)

let start args =
  let l1 = (stringList_to_intList args)
  in let _ = print_string ("Input: \n"^ (show list l1) ^ "\n")
  in let l2 = sort l1
  in let _ = print_string ("Result:\n"^ (show list l2) ^ "\n")
  in ()
\end{verbatim}

The original list remains in memory, and the sorted list is a newly created list.

\(^5\) See the appendix on Camelot for an explanation of the Camelot free list.
Camelot contains language constructs which are distinctive from those in typical functional programming languages, including destructive matching. By adding the @ modifier to the Cons matches in the definitions of ins and sort, they become destructive matches and the algorithm then operates in-place and eliminates any additional allocations on the free list at runtime. Making these changes to the source of InsSort2, the extract below shows the revised definitions:

```ocaml
let ins a l =
  match l with
  Nil -> Cons(a,Nil)
  | Cons(x,t)@_ ->
      if a < x then Cons(a,Cons(x,t))
      else Cons(x, ins a t)

let sort l =
  match l with
  Nil -> Nil
  | Cons(a,t)@_ -> ins a (sort t)
```

5.2 Compilation, Certificate Generation and Packaging

Preparing a program for distribution from Camelot source is made very easy using the makeMRGjar shell script. Given a source file named <classname>.cmlt, the command makeMRGjar <classname> is all that is required to compile a program, generate its certificate and package it all in a .jar file. Running this command on the InsSort1 example produces the following output:

```
# makeMRGjar InsSort
Trying to create .jar for InsSort...
Compiled InsSort to JVML
Compiled InsSort$dia_0 to JVML
Successfully created InsSort.jar
```

5.3 Execution

To invoke an appropriately configured JVM to check and execute a program with a certificate, the command MRGjava <jarpath> [<args>] performs all the necessary work. Below is shown the result of executing the example:

```
# MRGjava examples/InsSort1.jar 5 4 3 2 1
```
Input:
[5, 4, 3, 2, 1]
Result:
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
#

5.4 Failure to Verify

The transcript of execution directly above shows the execution of insertion sort given successful verification of conformance to the resource policy. In the event of unsuccessful verification, the following message appears, offering the user a choice to continue or not.

***************************************************************
*** !!! ERROR !!! ERROR !!! ***
*** MRGProofChecker failed to verify the given class file. ***
*** This code may have undesirable effects. ***
*** To execute the code anyway, respond 'yes' to the ***
*** following question... ***
***************************************************************

Do you wish to execute unverified code:

6 Further Work

There may be cases where proof verification fails, such as over-restrictive resource policies on target machines, or transmission errors. Using bytecode instrumentation, one could implement additional runtime checks, at the beginning and/or end of basic blocks of code, ensuring correct entry/exit behaviour. These checks could be carefully chosen to ensure correct operation, at the expense of an increase in processing time, and perhaps memory consumption to some extent too. Properties that could be tested might include ensuring argument list lengths are within agreed bounds, object instantiations are limited to specific portions of the code, etc.

The approach used here of integrating the proof verification with the Java Security Manager falls down when targeting small devices that use J2ME for example. Such platforms do not implement a Security Manager as such, nor
can agents be used in the same way. A refinement or alternative approach must be adopted for this to work on such platforms.

7 Conclusions

We have shown that a combination of a modern JVM with a pre-processing phase for bytecode and an independent prover can be used as the foundation of a proof-carrying code infrastructure for bytecode. Programs and proofs can be packaged together using standard file formats such as the Java archive format (JAR). The proofs in our project are specialised ones focussing on resource consumption, especially heap-space consumption of functions as inferred by a resource-aware type system for the high-level object/functional language used as input to the system, Camelot.

The PCC framework rests on relatively heavyweight tools such as the Byte Code Engineering Library and the Isabelle generic theorem prover. The requirement for extra security checking on downloaded code imposes a run-time penalty on programs which could be reduced by tuning our present prototype implementation to include a custom proof-checker component. In particular, we believe that the Isabelle tactics which we use in checking the proof could themselves be improved by using better representations of programs and certificates. Thus the bottleneck is not the use of the Isabelle technology but our tactics which run on top of Isabelle. Such engineering improvements would be necessary to make the promising technology presented here a practical, everyday facility.
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A Performance

With every new technique comes an interest in performing a quantitative comparison with existing methods. Figure A.1 shows a comparison of the runtimes of our InsSort2 algorithm using both java and MRGjava (without invoking isabelle). The overhead incurred by invoking MRGjava averages 1 or 2 seconds. The time taken for isabelle to perform the proof verification is relatively significant. The current proof for insertion sort takes 12 to 20 seconds to process.

Although the additional work performed by our augmented JVM is constant, regardless of the size of input, there is the additional layer of processing (the MRGjava script itself) whose performance may be related somehow to the number of arguments it receives on the command line. Further work would be necessary here to pin down the cause for the non-constant overhead.

B Camelot

The Camelot compiler targets the Java Virtual Machine and provides language support for reusing memory. The JVM does not provide an instruction to
free memory, consigning this to the garbage collector, a generational collector with three generations and implementations of stop-and-copy and mark-sweep collections. The Camelot run-time disposes of unused addresses by adding them to a free list of unused memory. On the next allocation caused by the program the storage is retrieved from the head of the free list instead of being allocated by the JVM \texttt{new} instruction. When the free list becomes empty the necessary storage is allocated by \texttt{new}.

This storage mechanism works for Camelot, but not for Java, because Camelot uses a uniform representation for types which are generated by the compiler, allowing data types to exchange storage cells. This uniform representation is called the diamond type \cite{2,3}, implemented by a Diamond class in the Camelot run-time. The type system of the Camelot language assigns types to functions which record the number of parameters which they consume, and their types; the type of the result; and the number of diamonds consumed or freed.

One example of a situation where type-safe reuse of addresses can be used is in a list updating function. As with the usual non-destructive list processing, this applies a function to each element of a list in turn, building a list of the images of the elements under the function. In contrast to the usual implementation of a function such as map, the destructive version applies the function in-place by overwriting the contents of each cons cell with the image of the element under the function as it traverses the list.
The following simple function increments each integer in an integer list. The Camelot concrete syntax is similar to the concrete syntax of Caml. Where addresses are not manipulated, as here, a Camelot function can also be compiled by Caml.

```caml
let rec incList lst =
  match lst with
  | [] -> []
  | h::t -> (h + 1) :: incList t
```

This non-destructive version of list processing allocates as many cons-cells as there are elements in the list. With the destructive implementation the storage in the list is reused by overwriting the stored integers with their successors. Thus this version does not allocate any storage.

```caml
let rec destIncList lst =
  match lst with
  | [] -> []
  | (h:: :t)@d -> ((h + 1) :: destIncList t)@d
```

In a higher-order version of this function, a destructive map, we would have the memory conservation property that if the function parameter does not allocate storage then an application of the destructive map function would not either.

Selective use of in-place update in this way can be used to realise deforestation, a program transformation which eliminates unnecessary intermediate data structures which are built as a computation proceeds.

As an example of a function which is not typable in Camelot we can consider the following one. This function attempts to create a modified copy of a list, interleaved with the original list. The (deliberate) error in implementing this function is to attempt to store the cons cells at the front of the list and the cons cell in second place at the same location, d.

```caml
let rec incListCopy lst =
  match lst with
  | [] -> []
  | (h:: :t)@d ->
    let tail = ((h + 1) :: t)@d
    in (h :: tail)@d (* Error: d used twice! *)
```

This function is faulted by the Camelot compiler with the following diagnostic error message.

File "incListCopy.cmlt", line 4-5, characters 18-80:
let tail = ((h + 1) :: t)@d
in (h :: tail)@d..........

Variable d of type <> used non-linearly

The destIncList function above demonstrates storage re-use in Camelot. As an example of programmed control of storage deallocation consider the destructive sum function shown below. Summing the elements of an integer list—or more generally folding a function across a list—is sometimes the last operation performed on the list, to derive an accumulated result from the individual values in the list. If that is the case then at this point the storage occupied by the list can be reclaimed and it is convenient to do this while we are traversing the list.

```
let rec destSumList lst =
    match lst with
    []    -> 0
    | (h::t)@_  -> h + destSumList t
```

Matching the location of the object against a wildcard pattern (the _ symbol) indicates that this address is not needed (because it is not bound to a name) and thus it can be freed. The destSumList function frees the storage which is occupied by the spine of the list as it traverses the list. In a higher-order version such as destructive fold we would have the memory reclamation capability that the function passed in as a parameter could also free the storage occupied by the elements of the list, if these were other storage-occupying objects such as lists or trees.

Camelot classes contain methods which can invoke functions which are not associated with any class. At the interface between the object sublanguage and the functional sublanguage of Camelot it is necessary to specify the types of the formal parameters of a function. Thus, in the following (contrived) example it is necessary to specify the type of the parameter of the id function.

```
(* An example Camelot class with a method calling a function which is defined outside the class *)
class callExample =
    method myName() : string = id "callExample"
end
```

```
let id (s : string) = s
```

As usual, within the functional sublanguage a type inference procedure removes almost all need for the programmer to supply type information.